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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$272$Al$Minns$and$unknown$partner,$“Al Minns,” dancing in Stockholm, Sweden, 1984, YouTube clip, posted 
by “going2havefun,” June 15, 2007 [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mr_yKGFwCQQ].$
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sounds$of$Webb’s$band.$They$hit$a$slide$to$accent$the$tutti$crescendo$in$the$second$A$section’s$last$measure$(00:35`00:37),$a$smoother$version$of$the$same$“paddle`step”$movement$they$employed$at$the$same$moment$in$the$previous$A$section$(00:26`00:27).$They$repeat$a$three`step$“corkscrew”$footwork$to$reflect$the$busier$motion$during$the$ascending$wind$trio$sequence$in$the$B$section’s$final$four$measures$(00:44`00:46).$However,$their$most$striking$mirroring$of$Webb’s$arrangement$comes$through$the$diverse$ways$the$pair$accents$the$tune’s$most$ubiquitous$and$striking$musical$feature:$the$recurring$syncopated,$two`note$single`pitch$trumpet$riff$that$initiates$the$call`and`response$with$the$winds$in$the$A$sections.$This$figure$accentuates$the$staccato$landing$on$the$downbeat$through$a$syncopated$anticipation$of$the$previous$measure’s$upbeat,$inviting$a$sharp$stop$on$the$downbeat.$This$figure$occurs$nine$times$in$each$of$the$song’s$ensemble$“head”$choruses,$and$Cameron$and$Ballew$“hit”$eight$of$them$with$sharp$pauses$to$reflect$the$staccato$figure.$Their$physical$“hits”$occur$at$various$points$within$a$diverse$range$of$dance$figures$(table$1).$Riff$Occurrence$(w/timecode)$ Move$and$Placement$ Notes$1–00:19$ None$ These$are$the$song’s$first$notes;$the$pair$appears$to$instantly$recognize$the$recording.$2–00:21$ Hip$shake$(n/a)$ The$pair$accent$each$note$with$their$hips.$
3–00:23$ Hip$shake$(n/a)$ Following$a$repeat$of$the$hip$movement,$the$pair$move$into$open$position$and$use$paddle$kicks$to$mark$time$until$the$next$A$phrase$begins.$4–00:28$ 1st$beat,$swingout$from$open$(8$beats).$ $
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5–00:30$ 8th$beat,$swingout$(8$beats);$1st$beat,$pause$(2$beats)$ Ballew$sharpens$the$final$two$steps$of$her$twisting$“triple$step”$footwork$and$Cameron$varies$his$footwork$with$by$suspending$his$right$leg$for$a$“kick`ball`change”$figure.$Their$synchronized$landing$on$both$feet$emphasizes$a$“pause”$outside$the$expected$pattern.$6–00:33$ 5th$beat,$circle`from`open$(truncated,$6$beats).$
Cameron$thrusts$his$right$leg$forward$and$breaks$frame$with$his$right$shoulder$to$lead$Ballew$into$a$“quick$stop”,$which$truncates$an$8`beat$circle$into$a$6`beat$figure.$This$is$a$common$figure$in$Whitey’s$Lindy$Hoppers$ensemble$choreographies.$7–00:47$ 10th$beat,$extended$open$breakaway$(10$beats);$1st$beat,$circle$(6$beats).$



































































































The most obvious quality the Negro imparts to his music is a certain vitality and abandon 



























































































































































$$$$$ Chapter$5:$“Breakin’$it$Down”:$Unpacking$the$Webb/Goodman$Battle$$$ While$such$a$study$is$certainly$needed,$this$dissertation$was$neither$designed$nor$intended$as$a$comprehensive$biography$for$Chick$Webb.$However,$throughout$its$three$methodological$case$studies,$I$have$yet$to$discuss$the$only$moment$in$Webb’s$career$one$could$reasonably$call$part$of$the$jazz$historical$canon:$his$May,$1937$battle$against$Benny$Goodman’s$band$at$the$Savoy$Ballroom.$This$battle$is$an$iconic$moment,$and$it$arguably$defined$and$shaped$Webb’s$place$in$history.$Thus,$I$will$conclude$this$project$with$a$final$case$study$to$illustrate$how$the$three$perspectives$articulated$in$my$chapters$might$be$synthesized$and$applied$to$yield$a$multi`methodological,$immanent$jazz$history.$$$ Employing$the$principles$of$spatial$practice$theory$articulated$in$Chapter$2,$I$will$use$Webb’s$history$in$band$battles,$and$the$history$of$jazz$band$battles$in$general,$to$demonstrate$the$performative$and$discursive$functions$of$battles$as$specific$representational$spaces$and$as$representations$of$space.$Next,$I$will$follow$the$corporeal$and$intercorporeal$focus$of$Chapter$3$to$both$hypothesize$about$Webb’s$specific$strategies$of$audience$engagement$during$the$battle$and$also$explicate$how$the$cathartic$intercorporeality$enacted$within$a$battle$space$created$a$specific$discursive$potency$at$the$fraying$borders$of$spatial$practice,$representational$space,$and$representation$of$space$as$discrete$categories.$Finally,$I$will$employ$the$critical$
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discourse$analysis$advanced$in$Chapter$4$to$explicate$the$new$realms$of$discursive$possibility$Webb$and$Goodman’s$battle$yielded.$However,$in$doing$so$I$will$also$illustrate$the$active$foreclosure$on$several$of$these$possibilities$as$the$Webb/Goodman$battle$was$routed$to$serve$particular$discourses$of$white$supremacy$and$American$exceptionalism$as$it$continues$to$do$to$this$day.$Through$this$process,$I$hope$to$model$a$form$of$integrative$analysis$that$paints$a$rich,$holographic$picture$of$this$moment$and$also$advances$new$methods$and$pathways$to$enhance$the$methodological$and$discursive$toolbox$of$jazz$studies.$$
The!Webb3Goodman!Battle!in!Contemporary!Media!$ Following$Susan$Leigh$Foster’s$organizational$structure$in$Choreographing$
Empathy,$I$will$start$with$the$Webb/Goodman$battle’s$enshrinement$in$more$contemporary$sources,$and$it$receives$its$most$significant$treatment$in$Ken$Burns’$episodic$documentary$Jazz.382$The$battle$enjoys$six$minutes$of$screen$time$in$a$feature$titled$“Do$You$Remember,”$the$penultimate$segment$of$the$series’$fifth$installment,$
Swing:$Pure$Pleasure.$It$begins$with$a$reminiscence$by$Metronome$critic$George$T.$Simon$about$the$plethora$of$great$bands$and$venues$in$New$York$during$the$late$1930s.$With$Webb’s$recording$of$“Stompin’$at$the$Savoy”$playing$at$the$background,$the$disembodied$voice$of$Simon’s$interlocutor$rattles$off$a$string$of$bands$and$venues$one$could$experience—all$of$them$white$and$segregated—before$closing$with$“and$then,$there$were$the$ballrooms,$the$Roseland$with$Woody$Herman,$and$the$Savoy$with$Chick$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$382$Susan$Leigh$Foster,$Choreographing$Empathy:$Kinesthesia$in$Performance$(New$York:$Routledge,$2011),$8.$
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Webb.”383$The$scene$shifts$to$Harlem$where$the$film’s$narrator$introduces$Chick$Webb$by$tying$him$firmly$to$the$Savoy$Ballroom.$As$the$narrator$explains,$“The$Savoy$was$still$Harlem’s$hottest$spot,$and$Chick$Webb,$who$had$been$one$of$the$first$bandleaders$to$play$swing,$was$still$in$charge.”$Critic$Gary$Giddins$introduces$Webb$as$a$“unique”$figure$by$juxtaposing$the$powerful$sound$of$his$drumming$with$his$diminutive$stature$and$physical$ailments.$As$the$lens$focuses$on$the$battle,$the$voiceover$announces$that,$“On$May$11,$1937,$Benny$Goodman$ventured$uptown$to$challenge$Webb$in$what$was$billed$as$the$music$battle$of$the$century.”384$$ As$the$film$portrays$the$battle$itself,$the$narrative$voice$switches$to$the$two$most$famous$surviving$African$American$lindy$hoppers—Frankie$Manning$and$Norma$Miller—who$narrate$the$battle,$claiming$that$in$their$opinion,$Webb’s$band$outswung$Goodman’s.$As$they$describe$the$battle’s$events,$Burns$recreates$the$battle$by$compressing$it$to$a$single$tune,$switching$back$and$forth$between$Webb’s$and$Goodman’s$commercial$recordings$of$Edgar$Sampson’s$“Don’t$Be$That$Way,”$synched$with$alternating$photos$of$the$two$bands.$In$the$film’s$narrative$assessment,$“the$Goodman$band$was$routed,”$a$position$it$emphasized$by$playing$loud$cheering$crowd$noise$during$clips$of$Webb’s$“Don’t$Be$That$Way,”$but$not$in$Goodman’s.$$ This$cinematic$account$of$the$battle$echoes$other$memorializations$in$popular$and$academic$literature.$George$T.$Simon’s$tome$of$comprehensive$bandleader$biographies$The$Big$Bands$opens$its$piece$on$Webb$with$a$thick$description$of$the$battle.$Referencing$his$contemporaneous$writeup$in$Metronome,$Simon$writes$that,$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$383$Jazz,$directed$by$Ken$Burns,$volume$5:$“Swing,$Pure$Pleasure”$(Burbank,$CA:$Warner$Home$Video,$2000)$DVD.$
384$Ibid.$
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According$to$my$report,$Benny’s$band$played$first$and$made$a$great$impression.$Then$‘the$Men$of$Webb$came$right$back$and$blew$the$roof$off$the$Savoy.$The$crowd$screamed,$yelled$and$whistled$with$delirium.$From$then$on$the$Webb$band$led$the$way,$and,$according$to$most$people$there$that$night,$truly$topped$the$Goodman$gang.385$Most$contemporary$sources$more$or$less$reproduce$this$account.$The$DeVeaux/Giddins$
Jazz$textbook$describes$the$battle$as$a$“trouncing”$and$notes$that$Goodman’s$celebrated$drummer$Gene$Krupa$“bowed$down$in$respect.”386$The$textbook$Jazz:$The$First$Hundred$
Years$by$Henry$Martin$and$Keith$Waters$similarly$acknowledges$Webb’s$victories$over$Goodman’s$and$Basie’s$bands,$noting$he$was$awarded$these$wins$by$his$“loyal$audience.”387$Such$accounts$correspond$with$themes$in$the$white$jazz$press’s$writeups$just$after$the$battle$took$place.$Commentary$in$Downbeat,$Metronome,$and$The$Melody$
Maker$began$by$emphasizing$the$massive$crowd$assembled$for$the$event:$roughly$4,000$inside$the$ballroom$and$another$5,000$outside,$and$each$acknowledged$that$Webb’s$band$was$the$consensus$victor.$Burns’s$cinematic$representation$highlights$two$important$aspects$of$the$event:$its$atmosphere$of$large`scale$spectacle$and$its$signifying$potential$in$broader$conversations$about$race$and$difference.$However,$Burns’s$presentation$highlights$these$aspects$of$this$event$as$exceptional$when$they$were$actually$typical$qualities$of$the$“battle$of$music”$as$a$specific$presentational$genre$for$big$band$dance$music$in$the$1920s$and$1930s.$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$385$George$T.$Simon,$The$Big$Bands,$revised$enlarged$edition$(New$York:$McMillan,$1974),$440.$
386$Scott$DeVeaux$and$Gary$Giddins,$Jazz$(New$York:$W.W.$Norton,$2009),$269.$
387$Henry$Martin$and$Keith$Waters,$Jazz:$The$First$Hundred$Years,$second$edition$(Belmont,$CA:$Schirmer,$2006),$157.$
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Battles!of!Music!and!Representations!of!Difference!$ By$the$time$Goodman$and$Webb$battled$in$1937,$their$contest$was$already$underwritten$by$layers$of$signification$and$performance$convention$formed$through$roughly$a$decade$of$“battle$of$music”$contests$at$the$Savoy$Ballroom$and$elsewhere.$$Such$battles$had$come$to$function$as$spectacles$where$spatial$practices$marked$the$events$as$exceptional$spaces$of$elevated$musical$and$rhetorical$intensity.$These$practices$were$fueled$by$discourses$of$competition$and$difference$through$which$bands$came$to$symbolize$styles,$regions,$genders,$and$races.$As$champions$for$different$types$of$identities,$bands$who$battled$each$other$made$ballrooms$into$representational$spaces$where$their$musical$conflicts$spoke$to$broader$social$debates.$$ The$concept$of$jazz$battling$dates$back$to$the$informal$contests$between$New$Orleans$combos$battling$in$the$street$from$carts$and$wagons$as$they$advertised$their$evening$performances,$yet$the$specific$formation$of$the$jazz$“battle$of$music”$likely$dates$to$Harlem$in$1927,$when$the$Savoy$Ballroom$first$employed$the$practice$as$part$of$a$broader$strategy$to$emphasize$the$grandiose$scale$of$its$offerings.388$In$its$first$major$battle$of$music,$Chick$Webb’s$band$supported$Fess$Williams’$Royal$Flush$Orchestra$to$battle$the$visiting$Joe$“King”$Oliver’s$band$from$Chicago.$The$battle$was$part$of$an$attempt$to$capitalize$on$the$Savoy$management’s$significant$financial$investment$in$a$two`week$residency$for$Oliver’s$band.$To$mark$the$battle$as$a$major$Harlem$event,$the$Savoy$billed$it$as$a$major$gala$spectacle,$emphasizing$to$the$New$York$Amsterdam$News$that$“such$celebrities$as$Paul$Whiteman,$Vincent$Lopez,$Ted$Lewis,$Ray$Miller,$George$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$388$In$my$searches$through$two$major$newspaper$databases$of$historical$black$newspapers,$the$first$use$I$have$found$of$the$term$“Battle$of$Music”$is$in$the$Savoy’s$1927$advertisements$for$a$battle$between$King$Oliver’s$band$and$Chick$Webb$and$Fess$Williams’$Savoy$ensembles.$
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Olsen,$Ben$Bernie$and$countless$others$have$all$signified$their$intention$of$welcoming$the$King$of$Jazz$to$New$York$on$his$first$visit.”389$$$ The$plan$succeeded$as$the$ballroom$reportedly$sold$out$and$had$to$turn$people$away,$a$pattern$that$would$repeat$in$subsequent$events$at$the$Savoy$and$elsewhere$throughout$the$1930s.$390$Indeed,$though$Webb$and$Goodman’s$battle$did$sell$out$the$ballroom$and$flood$the$surrounding$streets$with$fans$unable$to$enter,$this$was$typical$rather$than$exceptional$of$major$battles$of$music.$Inspired$by$the$Savoy’s$model,$battles$held$in$1929$in$Baltimore’s$New$Albert$Hall$drew$audiences$that$more$than$doubled$the$building’s$official$capacity$of$2,000.391$A$1931$Detroit$battle$held$Christmas$week$between$Fletcher$Henderson,$Duke$Ellington,$and$McKinney’s$Cotton$Pickers$at$the$city’s$newly$constructed$naval$armory$reportedly$drew$7,100,$a$figure$exceeding$the$crowd$present$for$Webb$and$Goodman.392$In$1936,$north$Philadelphia’s$Nixon$Grand$Theater$held$a$battle$for$which$the$hall$was$reportedly$“packed$to$overflowing.”393$$ Drawing$these$kinds$of$crowds$relied$on$an$assemblage$of$spatial$practices$through$which$promoters,$audiences,$and$bands$enacted$battle$spaces$as$spectacular.$$Promoters$contributed$to$this$sense$of$spectacle$by$presenting$battle$events$as$extraordinary$through$decoration,$promotion,$and$rhetoric$that$marked$such$events$as$representations$of$military$space,$of$battles$and$battlefields.$The$Savoy’s$first$major$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$389$“Chicago’s$Best$Band$in$Town”$New$York$Amsterdam$News,$May$4,$1927,$11.$
390$“‘Battle$of$Jazz’$Stirs$Vast$Crowd,”$New$York$Amsterdam$News,$May$18,$1927,$11.$
391$Advertisement,$Baltimore$Afro3American,$February$23,$1929,$8.$
392$Bessye$Bearden,$“Around$New$York,”$Chicago$Defender,$January$23,$1932,$5.$
393$“Sunset$Royal$Entertainers$Outplay$Tommy$Dorsey$in$‘Battle$of$Music’,”$Pittsburgh$Courier,$October$24,$1936,$A7.$
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battle$in$the$1920s$featured$Webb$and$Fess$Williams$engaged$in$“Jazz$Warfare”$with$King$Oliver’s$band$in$May$1927,$almost$ten$years$to$the$day$before$the$Goodman$battle.$The$press$and$advertisements$for$this$event$employed$military$rhetoric$to$frame$it$as$a$regional$contest$between$Chicago$and$New$York.$“War$is$Declared,”$claimed$an$advertisement$in$the$New$York$Amsterdam$News$as$Oliver$“marches$on$New$York$with$his$vast$army$of$syncopators”$and$Fess$Williams$“prepares$to$defend$his$native$land,$‘Savoy.’”394$
$
Figure!5.1.!“War!is!Declared”!advertisement,!New$York$Amsterdam$News,!May!11,!
1927,!11.!$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$394$Advertisement,$New$York$Amsterdam$News,$May$11,$1927.$
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$ Such$regionalism$also$drove$a$“North$vs.$South”$battle$at$the$Savoy$in$1929$featuring$bands$from$Richmond$and$Baltimore$against$Willliams$and$Duke$Ellington.$Press$coverage$promised$that$the$invading$bands$would$“defend$the$southern$laurels”$and$were$“ready$to$blow$their$last$note$in$the$claim$that$they$are$the$better$orchestras”$while$both$Williams$and$Ellington$were$reportedly$“ready$to$do$or$die$in$defense$of$their$city$and$have$musical$bars$in$readiness$with$which$to$smite.”395$The$Ballroom$also$exaggerated$this$spectacle$through$decoration$and$costuming.$Their$1927$July$4th$battle$promised$the$Ballroom$would$be$“dolled$up$in$appropriate$style”$to$“commemorate$the$‘Spirit$of$1776’”$through$a$12`hour$battle$featuring$four$bands$and$the$debut$of$Fess$Williams’$new$composition:$“Red,$White,$and$Blues.”$396$In$1934,$Pittsburgh’s$McKeesport$Park$Pavilion$further$extended$the$concept$by$offering$an$all`night$July$4th$battle$outdoors.$As$the$Pittsburgh$Courier$explained,$$Battles$are$supposed$to$take$place$in$the$wide,$open$spaces$where$the$war$generals$declare$the$shot$and$shell$can$do$the$most$damage…to$the$warriors.$BUT$in$battles$of$music,$the$wide$open$spaces$contribute$to$the$pleasure$of$the$listeners$and$dancers.$The$cool$invigorating$breezes$.$.$.$the$close`to`nature$feel$of$the$grass,$trees,$and$flowers$.$.$.$the$splashing,$sparkling$springs$of$water!$That’s$when$a$battle$of$music$takes$on$new$dangers$for$romantic$hearts.$397$As$this$event$attracted$a$significant$crowd,$another$battle$was$scheduled$for$the$following$month,$and$it$promised$to$feature$“2500$dancers$and$rides$and$concessions.$And$thousands$of$myriad$electric$lights.”$398$Thus,$the$physical$transformation$of$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$395$“Dixie$Orchestra$to$Meet$New$York$Jazz$Kings,”$Chicago$Defender,$May$4,$1929,$7.$
396$“Celebration$Will$Usher$in$July$4th$at$Savoy,”$New$York$Amsterdam$News,$June$29,$1927,$11.$
397$“Rides$and$Concessions$to$be$Going$at$Olympia$for$Big$Midnight$Ball,”$Pittsburgh$Courier,$August$4,$1934,$A8.$
398$Ibid.$
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ballrooms$into$warzones$and$the$exaggerated$rhetoric$of$musical$warfare$were$spatial$practices$that$re`rendered$ballrooms$as$representations$of$military$space.$However,$the$particular$military$construction$they$indexed$was$a$nostalgic$one:$not$the$immediate$horror$of$the$Great$War’s$trenches$but$the$romanticized$battles$of$centuries$past,$which$the$members$of$the$aristocratic$classes$could$consume$as$thrilling$entertainment.$Like$the$benefit$parties$of$Harlem$social$clubs,$battles$could$thus$also$offer$access$to$the$performative$signifiers$of$Euro`American$class$privilege.$Battles$could$also$be$intra`city$contests$designed$to$settle$issues$of$local$dominance$as$in$a$1931$battle$seeking$“to$find$best$band$in$Pittsburgh$to$put$Pitt$on$map.”399$In$such$contests,$bands$became$totemic$symbols$whose$regional$identities$formed$concentric$circles.$When$battling$King$Oliver,$Fess$Williams$and$Chick$Webb$represented$their$“home$turf”$at$the$Savoy,$the$neighborhood$of$Harlem,$and$the$whole$of$New$York$City.$$ While$battles$in$the$late$1920s$and$early$1930s$most$commonly$focused$on$regional$conflict,$the$battle$format$was$ideal$for$indexing$bands’$identities$along$multiple$axes$of$difference.$The$rhetoric$surrounding$band$battles$tended$to$highlight$the$most$obvious$distinction$between$the$two$bands$as$the$point$of$clash$and$novelty$that$merited$a$spectacular$event.$As$such,$band$battles$became$sites$for$epic$clashes$between$bands$themselves$but$also$between$the$concentric$circles$of$identity$the$bands$represented$in$different$contexts.$Throughout$the$thirties,$regional$clashes$were$joined$by$battles$about$nationality,$ethnicity,$gender,$and$race.$National$identity$became$relevant$in$the$early$1930s$when$battles$began$featuring$Latin$bands.$Gus$Martel’s$Cuban$Orchestra$battled$Claude$Hopkins,$Luis$Russell$(who$was$himself$Panamanian),$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$399$“Stoney$Gloster$and$His$Eleven$Clouds$of$Joy,”$Pittsburgh$Courier,$September$12,$1931,$9.$
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and$Rex$Steward$in$1933.$In$1934,$the$Apollo$Theatre$rendered$the$concept$theatrically,$featuring$a$battle$between$Willie$Bryant$and$Alberto$Socarras’$Cubanacan$Orchestra$as$part$of$the$stage$review$“Harlem$vs.$Cuba.”400$Battles$also$featured$battles$between$male$and$female$orchestras,$playing$upon$the$novelty$or$“freak$show”$element$of$a$battle$of$the$sexes$as$part$of$the$battle$of$music’s$focus$on$spectacle.$In$summer$1934,$the$Sunset$Royal$Entertainers$battled$Gertrude$Long’s$orchestra$twice$in$Pittsburgh;$the$previous$year,$the$city’s$Pythian$Temple$hosted$a$contest$between$Stony$Gloster’s$Eleven$Clouds$of$Joy$and$the$Rhythm$Queens$Orchestra.$The$Pittsburgh$Courier$reported$that$the$Rhythm$Queens$had$responded$to$an$open$challenge$and$that$Gloster,$“says$that$such$nerve$on$the$part$of$a$few$femmes$is$too$much$for$musical$men$to$endure,$and$while$it$may$not$be$considered$nice$to$beat$a$lady,$anything$is$fair$in$love$or$war—and$folks—this$is$going$to$be$war.$A$battle.$a$real$battle.$a$battle$of$music[sic].”401$His$attitude$illustrates$the$air$of$the$grotesque$or$freakish$that$could$accompany$such$a$spectacle,$for$a$battle$must$be$a$special$occasion$if$it$suddenly$made$public$beatings$of$women$permissible.$$ However,$Gloster’s$rhetoric$also$reveals$the$danger$such$battles$posed$to$those$holding$positions$of$privilege,$because$they$became$a$kind$of$meritocratic$proving$ground.$In$band$battles,$musical$articulations$of$broader$regional,$gender,$and$race$hierarchies$could$be$objectively$tested$via$“fair”$sonic$combat.$As$such,$battles$were$not$only$freakish$carnival$spectacles,$but$also$ostensibly$impartial$public$contests,$like$sporting$events,$where$marginalized$groups$could$demonstrate$their$equality$or$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$400$“Harlem$vs.$Cuba,”$New$York$Amsterdam$News,$March$9,$1935,$10.$
401$“So!$The$Girls$Will$Challenge$the$Boys$in$Synco$Duel,”$Pittsburgh$Courier,$February$25,$1933,$A8.$
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superiority$unencumbered$by$socially$imposed$restrictions..$This$signifying$potential$aligned$battles$of$music$with$African$Americans’$affinity$for$boxing$in$the$1930s$thanks$largely$to$the$unmatched$success$of$“The$Brown$Bomber”$Joe$Louis.$Like$Jack$Johnson$in$the$1910s,$Louis’s$success$defeating$Caucasian$opponents$disrupted$the$narratives$of$white$supremacy$and$affirmed$the$promise$of$racial$uplift$that$African$Americans,$if$given$a$fair$shot,$would$not$only$thrive$but$excel$in$competition$with$whites.$While$the$specific$point$of$difference$under$dispute$could$vary,$the$battle$format$as$a$part$of$African$American$musical$culture$thus$drew$from$emerging$constructs$of$black$masculinity$in$the$early$twentieth$century.$By$emphasizing$war$imagery$and$boxing$rhetoric,$battles$placed$musicians$in$the$two$identity$categories$in$which$black$American$men$had$successfully$disrupted$narratives$of$black$inferiority:$as$athletes$and$as$soldiers.$As$musicologist$Ken$McLeod$has$argued,$African$American$sports$culture$and$musical$battles$became$thoroughly$intertwined$in$the$1930s$as$African$American$musicians$and$audiences$assimilated$the$rhythms$of$symbolic$competition$into$modes$of$musical$play.402$While$battling$was$thus$a$playful$mode$of$communication,$it$could$also$become$a$powerful$symbolic$discourse$about$racialized$narratives$of$superiority$or$inferiority,$especially$when$interracial$battles$evoked$the$same$signifying$capacities$through$which$Joe$Louis$was$emerging$as$a$hero$both$within$the$black$community$and$nationally.$$ The$impulse$to$set$up$battles$as$racial$contests$expanded$throughout$the$late$1920s$into$the$1930s,$and$Webb’s$battle$with$Goodman$was$far$from$the$first$to$feature$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$402$Ken$McLeod,$“The$Construction$of$Masculinity$in$African$American$Music$and$Sports,”$American$Music$27,$no.2$(Summer,$2009):$207`209.$
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black$musicians$playing$against$whites.$Such$events$date$back$as$early$as$1928,$when$Fess$Williams$participated$in$a$four$way$battle$at$Chicago’s$Regal$Theatre$with$three$white$orchestra$leaders:$Abe$Lyman,$Dave$Peyton,$and$Paul$Ash$as$part$of$a$program$memorializing$black$actress$and$Shuffle$Along$star$Florence$Mills.403$The$following$year,$Ike$Dixon,$a$black$bandleader$in$Webb’s$native$Baltimore,$partnered$with$promoter$Lew$Goldberg$to$stage$a$massive$battle$between$four$black$orchestras$and$four$white$orchestras$at$New$Albert$Hall.$Through$warfare$rhetoric,$the$event’s$advertising$situated$this$racial$clash$as$the$evening’s$novelty$excitement.$
$
Figure!5.2.!Interracial!band!battle!advertisement,!Baltimore$Afro3American,!
February!23,!1929,!8.!This$martial$rhetoric$was$amplified$in$a$Baltimore$Afro3American’s$story,$which$described$the$contest$as$$“really$a$mob$war$and$a$race$riot”$where$Dixon$was$ultimately$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$403$“Chicago$Theatrical$News,”$Chicago$Defender,$April$21,$1928,$7.$
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triumphant$and$crowned$Baltimore’s$“King$of$Jazz.”$404$Like$Webb$and$Goodman’s$battle,$the$event$reportedly$packed$the$ballroom$well$past$capacity$as$“4200$persons$crowded$into$a$hall$that$has$the$capacity$of$2000$persons.”405$This$battle$was$successful$enough$that$the$event$was$restaged$with$ten$bands$just$months$later$and$with$the$promise$of$interracial$warfare$made$explicit$in$the$advertising.$
$
Figure!5.3.!Interracial!band!battle!advertisement,!Baltimore$Afro3American,!May!
4,!1929,!12.!
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$404$“Tickle$Toe”$[pseud.],$“Dance$Halls,”$Baltimore$Afro3American$March$9,$1929,$9.$
405$Ibid.$
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Both$these$events$were$advertised$only$in$the$black$press,$thus$suggesting$that$the$spectacle$of$interracial$battles$held$especially$strong$symbolic$capital$for$African$American$audiences.$$ Harlem$took$up$the$practice$as$well$when$in$1933$Fess$Williams$and$Noble$Sissle$battled$white$bandleaders$Paul$Tremaine$and$Tommy$Morton$at$the$Rockland$Palace$for$its$New$Years$Eve$gala.406$Later$that$year,$the$Harlem$Opera$House$billed$a$battle$between$the$black$Hardy$Brothers$band$and$the$white$Victor$Lopez$as$“The$Most$Unique$Entertainment$Ever$Presented$on$Any$Stage$in$Harlem$–$A$Black$and$White$Battle$of$Music.”407$The$contests$began$moving$beyond$this$air$of$novelty$spectacle$in$the$mid$1930s$as$white$bandleaders$seeking$legitimacy$as$proponents$of$“hot”$swing$music$began$challenging$black$bands$to$demonstrate$their$equal$or$superior$facility.$In$1934,$Pittsburgh$bandleader$Lee$Rivers$sought$a$black$challenger$for$a$battle$at$the$Pythian$Temple.$As$the$Pittsburgh$Courier$explained,$Unlike$some$white$aggregations,$Lee$Rivers$is$anxious$to$compete$with$the$best$colored$orchestra$in$this$section.$A$battle$which$ordinarily$would$be$won$by$a$colored$orchestra$on$‘hot’$numbers$and$by$whites$on$‘sweet’$numbers,$finds$in$this$attraction$a$different$situation.$The$Deep$River$lads$are$said$to$be$able$to$take$care$of$themselves$on$both$brands$of$syncopation$and$it$is$left$to$the$Sepias$to$show$their$best–and$it$had$better$be$good!$408$More$famous$white$orchestras$would$follow$this$trend,$most$notably$Glen$Gray$and$the$Casa$Loma$Orchestra.$Before$Goodman’s$explosion$in$popularity,$Gray’s$Casa$Loma$band$was$widely$regarded$as$the$top$white$exponent$of$hot$swing$music.$Just$a$month$after$Rivers’$open$challenge,$Gray$battled$Noble$Sissle’s$band$for$a$crowd$of$University$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$406$Untitled$report,$Pittsburgh$Courier$December$31,$1932,$A6.$
407$Advertisement,$New$York$Amsterdam$News,$October$6,$1934,$6.$
408$“Interest$Keen$as$Orchestras$Plan$Jazz$War,”$Pittsburgh$Courier,$April$21,$1934,$A8.$
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of$Pennsylvania$undergraduates,$who$declared$Sissle$the$winner$in$this$“war$with$the$hottest$ofay$band$in$America.”409$Also$eager$to$test$his$mettle$against$colored$competition,$Tommy$Dorsey$battled$the$Sunrise$Royal$Entertainers$at$Philadelphia’s$Nixon$Grand$in$1936$after$Dorsey$had$“boasted$that$his$band$would$outplay$any$aggregation$of$musicians,$white$or$colored.”410$Battles$turned$ballrooms$into$representational$spaces$where$bands$became$totemic$proxies$for$musical$styles,$locations,$genders,$nationalities,$or$races.$$ As$interracial$band$battles$became$more$common,$Webb$began$taking$part$in$such$contests.$In$fact,$his$battle$with$Goodman$was$not$his$first$with$a$white$band,$it$was$his$fourth.$In$the$two$years$before$his$battle$with$Goodman,$he$battled$Tommy$Dorsey$once$and$Glen$Gray$twice.$His$first$tangle$with$Gray$in$1935$was$part$of$his$participation$in$a$city`wide$Musicians’$Union$Benefit$where$the$Kansas$City$Plaindealer$reported$Webb$“sailed$into$the$competition$‘four$sheets$to$the$wind’$and$emerged$victorious.”411$When$the$bands$met$again$the$following$year,$the$New$York$Amsterdam$
News$again$declared$Webb$victorious$based$on$audience$applause$but$argued$that$the$two$bands$played$vastly$different$styles,$praising$Webb’s$swing$and$Gray’s$“mechanical$perfection.”$412$While$Goodman$lacked$Webb’s$prolific$experience$in$battles,$he$had$participated$in$a$handful$of$interracial$battles$before$tangling$with$Webb.$In$1935,$Goodman$battled$with$two$black$ensembles—Walter$Barnes’$Royal$Creolians$and$the$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$409$“Sissle$Adds$New$Men$to$Band$for$Run$at$the$Fair,”$Chicago$Defender,$May$26,$1934,$8.$
410$Tom$Dorsey$Will$Feature$Nixon$Show,”$Philadelphia$Tribune,$October$15,$1936,$10.$
411$“Chick$Webb$Wins$Music$Battle$over$Casa$Loma,”$Plaindealer$[Kansas$City]$37,$no.19,$May$10,$1935,$3.$
412$“2$Bands$Battle$at$Savoy$Dance,”$New$York$Amsterdam$News,$February$1,$1936,$13.$
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Wildcats$Orchestra—in$a$midnight$benefit$for$the$Royal$Theatre$sponsored$by$the$
Chicago$Defender.413$The$following$year,$he$battled$Noble$Sissle$during$a$social$event$at$the$University$of$Virginia;$the$two$bands$were$packaged$together$because$both$were$represented$by$the$Music$Corporation$of$America.414$While$it$is$unclear$why,$Goodman$was$apparently$reticent$to$face$Webb’s$band$initially$as$he$reportedly$turned$down$an$offer$to$battle$him$in$1936,$the$year$before$their$battle$finally$took$place.415$Though$it$is$impossible$to$know$Goodman’s$mindset,$he$may$have$been$well$aware$of$the$Savoy$Ballroom’s$potent$symbolic$capital$and$the$thick$representational$politics$surrounding$battling$the$most$popular$black$band$in$Harlem.$$ Battles$were$not$only$spaces$to$perform$such$modes$of$difference,$but$also$to$test$the$social$assumptions$they$triggered.$As$battle$rhetoric$positioned$them$as$events$to$“settle$the$argument$once$and$for$all,”$when$infused$with$race$and$gender$politics$they$became$laboratories$to$test$social$hypotheses.$Were$women$truly$capable$of$doing$men’s$work?$Are$black$people$naturally$deserving$of$their$inferior$opportunities?$These$were$the$types$of$broad$questions$that$underwrote$the$rhetoric$of$battles$of$music.$When$featuring$racial$difference,$battles$activated$the$ideology$of$racial$uplift$and$its$emphasis$on$meritocracy$and$fair$play.$Absent$the$segregationist$hierarchies$that$bolstered$white$bands’$professional$success,$battles$became$spaces$where$racial$essentialism$was$confronted$by$a$setting$that$would$ostensibly$yield$a$meritocratic$result.$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$413$Jack$Ellis,$“The$Orchestras,”$Chicago$Defender,$December$14,$1935,$9.$
414$“Sissle$and$Benny$Goodman$in$Jazz$Battle,”$Chicago$Defender,$May$9,$1936,$8.$
415$Billy$Rowe,$“Out$of$Billy$Rowe’s$Harlem$Notebook,”$Pittsburgh$Courier,$June$6,$1936,$A8.$
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$ As$such,$Webb$and$Goodman’s$battle$functioned$within$a$specific$discursive$tradition$built$over$time$within$African$American$ballroom$culture.$The$event$thus$made$two$simultaneous,$though$perhaps$conflicting,$promises.$First,$it$promised$a$night$of$musical$extremes$where$massive$crowds$and$a$“main$event$fight”$atmosphere$would$create$an$elevated$sense$of$excitement$and$intrigue.$Second,$it$offered$a$musical$format$through$which$to$enact$and$potentially$settle$broader$debates$about$racial$difference$and$local$supremacy.$Through$a$foe$like$Goodman,$who$represented$both$whiteness$and$a$nationally$successful$brand$of$swing$music,$Webb’s$band$symbolically$represented$the$Savoy$Ballroom,$the$neighborhood$of$Harlem,$and$black$people$as$a$race.416$As$we$have$already$seen,$Webb$molded$his$band$into$the$spatial$and$sonic$fabric$of$everyday$life$in$Harlem.$The$ubiquity$of$battling$in$his$professional$trajectory$indicates$one$more$avenue$of$deep$social$listening$where$Webb$used$his$music$to$engage$the$performative$politics$of$cultural$discourse$in$Harlem.$$
Intercorporeal!Ecstasy!and!the!Racial!Politics!of!Tempo!$ When$reporting$on$the$battle$in$Metronome$and$Downbeat,$critics$focused$significant$attention$on$the$less`than`ideal$circumstances$under$which$the$two$bands,$and$especially$Goodman’s,$were$expected$to$perform.$From$accounts$in$the$white$jazz$press,$the$bands$were$scarcely$audible$at$times$due$to$the$massive$crowd,$the$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$416$I$say$that$the$band$represented$all$black$people$even$though$its$membership,$with$the$exception$of$Fitzgerald,$was$male.$This$aligns$with$the$idea$of$a$“champion”$representative$from$the$race.$As$in$the$case$of$black$athletes$whose$achievements$were$assigned$totemic$symbolism,$bands’$male$membership$reinforced$the$articulation$of$masculinity$with$heroism.$At$the$same$time,$Webb’s$band’s$maleness$was$a$privileged$and$unmarked$identity,$and$thus$race,$rather$than$gender,$was$the$space$of$difference$in$which$this$battle$operated$discursively.$
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ballroom’s$acoustics,$and$a$malfunctioning$PA$system.417$John$Hammond$complained$that,$“the$noise$level$was$so$high$that$none$but$the$brass$soloists$was$even$audible.”418$A$reporter$for$The$Melody$Maker$echoed$Hammond’s$complaint,$observing$that$“it$was$impossible$to$hear$the$music$over$the$dance$floor,$and$only$spasmodically$did$the$staccato$notes$of$the$brass$sections$or$the$accented$beats$of$the$rhythm$batteries$ring$clear$enough$through$the$hall.”419$While$these$reporters$suggested$such$problems$might$invalidate$the$battle$or$prevent$an$audience$from$experiencing$the$music,$the$imprecise$audibility$suggests$an$event$where$the$bands’$playing,$the$audience$noise,$and$the$overall$visceral$energy$were$significant$parts$of$the$sensory$experience.$Considering$battles$as$spaces$for$heightened$excitement$and$intercorporeal$experience,$Webb’s$success$may$have$come$from$his$decade$of$practice$working$in$this$format$at$the$Savoy$and$other$venues.$By$understanding$and$connecting$with$audiences’$preferences$for$fast,$intense$music,$he$leveraged$the$visceral$kinship$and$connection$with$the$Savoy’s$dancing$patrons$I$explored$in$Chapter$3.$$ While$battles$were$presented$as$some$kind$of$neutral,$scientific$testing$ground,$they$were$exceptional$events$in$what$they$demanded$of$both$performers$and$audiences.$While$the$performative$militarization$of$battle$of$music$sites$contributed$to$the$spectacular$atmosphere,$it$was$bolstered$by$the$physical$extremes$to$which$the$battle$format$pushed$both$dancing$and$musicking$participants$in$the$space.$Unlike$other$double$bills$or$multiple$band$concerts,$battles$featured$a$format$of$constant$music$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$Helen$Oakley,$“Webb$Wins$Title$of$Swing$King,”$and$John$Hammond,$“Thousands$of$Show$Folks$Out$in$N.Y.—Goodman$Dance$an$Incredible$Sight,”$Downbeat,$May$1937,$2`3.$
418$Hammond,$“Goodman$Dance$an$Incredible$Sight,”$3.$
419$“9,000$Fans$for$Goodman`Chick$Webb$Swing$Battle,”$Melody$Maker,$May$27,$1933,$9.$
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to$promote$continuous$dancing$throughout$the$evening.$In$general,$the$convention$became$that$when$one$band$completed$a$set,$a$competing$band$would$immediately$start$up$to$keep$the$dancers$moving$and$on$the$floor.$Placing$such$demands$on$dancing$audiences,$these$events’$enacted$a$spirit$of$“one$night$only”$specialness$that$encouraged$musicians$and$onlookers$to$completely$deplete$their$physical$reserves,$offering$the$kind$of$conditions$that$facilitate$trance`like$states$of$shared$catharsis.420$$ The$battle$environment$was$exceptional$as$it$broke$the$normal$ebb$and$flow$of$a$ballroom$setting$in$favor$of$the$escalating$excitement$of$a$singular,$spectacular$event,$which!as$we$have$seen$in$Chapter$3!lends$itself$to$intercorporeal$catharsis.$Battles$featured$continuous$dancing$as$bands$would$play$sets$one$after$the$other$or$trade$off$individual$songs.$As$such,$the$crowd$participated$in$the$heightened$energy,$pushing$the$outer$limits$of$their$stamina.$This$format$likely$lent$itself$to$an$intercorporeal$listening$experience$the$dynamics$of$which$would$have$been$exaggerated$by$both$the$social$and$rhetorical$energy$surrounding$such$spectacular$events$as$well$as$the$physical$and$emotional$energy$of$musicking$and$dancing$participants.421$Furthermore,$the$dialogic$nature$of$a$battle$between$two$bands,$with$audience$applause$judging$the$winner,$created$a$musical$space$that$foregrounded$communicative$dynamics$and$necessitated$active$engagement.$In$describing$Webb’s$first$major$battle,$the$“Jazz$Warfare”$event$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$420$Judith$Becker,$Deep$Listeners,$29.$Becker$describes$trancing$as$a$particular$type$of$deep$listening$experience$shared$at$community$gatherings.$She$claims$these$diverse$experiences$do$share$“limited$universals”$including$“emotional$arousal,$loss$of$sense$of$self,$cessation$of$inner$language,$and$an$extraordinary$ability$to$withstand$fatigue.”$Given$this$description,$her$model$certainly$suggests$that$battles$could$function$as$“trance$events”$and$thus$facilitate$deep$intercorporeal$listening.$
421$The$term$“musicking”$was$coined$by$Christopher$Small$as$a$means$to$shift$the$analytic$focus$from$musical$sound$as$an$independent$object$to$music$making$as$an$active$physical$and$social$practice.$See$Christopher$Small,$Musicking:$The$Meanings$of$Performing$and$Listening$(Hanover,$NH:$University$Press$of$New$England,$1998).$
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with$King$Oliver’s$band,$New$York$Amsterdam$News$hints$at$an$intercorporeal$environment$where$each$band’s$discrete$sounds$blended$into$the$ballroom’s$assemblage$of$spatial$practice.$Like$crazed$spectators$at$a$prize$fight$during$a$crucial$moment,$the$giddy$mob$of$dancers$swayed$and$girated[sic]$back$and$forth$to$the$all$consuming$melodies$of$each$aggregation$of$stars,$seemingly$unconscious$as$to$who$was$playing$just$as$long$as$the$heaven`sent$music$continued$and$didn’t$stop.$422$While$the$sensational$language$may$suggest$that$the$music$became$somehow$irrelevant,$I$would$offer$the$opposite:$it$facilitated$a$state$of$deep$listening$akin$to$Becker’s$trance$scenarios.423$In$moments$like$this,$the$ballroom$became$a$container$for$a$musical$event$of$perpetually$escalating$sociality.424$$ So,$when$Manning$describes$the$Webb`Goodman$battle$as$“an$electrical$night,”$a$critic$refers$to$the$entire$ballroom$shaking,$or$a$reporter—as$in$the$above$story—describes$the$music$as$“all$consuming,”$I$propose$that$we$not$dismiss$these$accounts$as$mere$hyperbole.$The$perpetual$escalation$of$exertion$from$both$band$members$and$dancers$yielded$the$kind$of$intercorporeal$dynamic$outlined$in$Chapter$3.$Through$the$atmosphere$of$elevated$intensity,$the$two$bands’$soundscapes$merged$into$a$singular$phenomenon$as$everyone$involved$lost$track$of$where$one$band’s$body$ended$and$the$other’s$began.425$Thus,$while$the$rhetoric$surrounding$battles$emphasized$division$and$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$422$“‘Battle$of$Jazz’$Stirs$Vast$Crowd.”$New$York$Amsterdam$News,$May$18,$1927,$11.$
423$Judith$Becker,$Deep$Listeners,$25.$
424$Here$I$employ$“sociality”$as$employed$by$anthropologist$Jo$Vergunst$and$sociologist$Anna$Vermehen$as$the$relational$dynamics$created$through$shared$activity$rather$than$the$a$priori$conditions$for$shared$activity.$See$Jo$Vergunst$and$Anna$Vermehen,$“The$Art$of$Slow$Sociality:$Movement,$Aesthetics,$and$Shared$Understanding”$pp.$in$Sociality:$New$Directions,$eds.$Nicholas$J.$Long$and$Henrietta$L.$Moore$(New$York,$Berghahn$Books,$2013),$191`208.$
425$I$use$the$term$“body”$here$as$employed$by$musicologist$Tracey$McMullen,$who$argues$that$pieces$of$music$and$the$bands$who$play$them$can$form$coherent$“bodies”$that$negotiate$and$at$times$flatten$
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difference,$the$lived$experience$of$battles$may$have$offered$a$social$space$where$perceptions$of$difference$actually$collapsed.$$ Such$a$utopian$reading$works$with$the$Savoy’s$rhetoric$and$its$contemporary$nostalgic$positioning$as$a$colorblind$utopia.$However,$the$Savoy’s$patrons$were$aware$of$the$racial$rhetoric$surrounding$the$battle$and$were$invested$in$Webb’s$role$as$a$representative$of$their$space.$Savoy$audiences’$reputation$as$the$world’s$best$lindy$hoppers$also$functioned$to$position$the$Savoy’s$crowds$as$the$most$authentic$and$discerning$jazz$listeners.$Being$able$to$activate$that$crowd$affirmed$a$dance$band’s$claim$that$its$music$was$in$fact$hot$and$fidelitous$to$the$aesthetic$ethos$of$the$swing$“craze.”$While$white$bands$could$be$expected$to$compete$and$do$well$at$the$Savoy,$they$certainly$were$not$expected$to$win.$In$fact,$the$white$press$after$the$Goodman$battle$advanced$the$narrative$that$Goodman$could$not$have$possibly$defeated$Webb$in$this$format$as$battling$at$the$Savoy$was$a$core$aspect$of$Webb’s$professional$practice.$Webb$succeeded$by$engaging$his$audience$in$this$format,$yet$his$skill$at$doing$so$was$turned$against$him$in$critical$accounts.$This$disparity$itself$reveals$how$the$signifying$capacity$of$spatial$practice,$and$the$discourses$of$power$battle$spaces$articulated,$contributed$to$the$cathartic$engagement$of$intercorporeal$experience$while$an$aesthetic$system$rooted$in$autonomous$transcendence$and$controlled$by$white$dominated$publications$minimized$the$significance$of$this$dynamic;$critical$discourse$analysis$thus$exposes$the$discursive$erasure$of$Webb’s$popular$audience$and$its$experiences.$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$internal$difference$to$project$a$coherent,$unified$image.$As$this$chapter$focuses$on$bands’$identities$as$coherent$symbols,$the$intercorporeal$dynamics$I$describe$are$important$insofar$as$they$frey$the$edges$of$these$coherent,$uniform$presentations$of$self.$Tracey$McMullen,$“Bands,$Orchestras,$and$the$Ideal$I:$The$Musical$Stage$as$Constitutive$of$the$I$Function,”$(PhD$diss.,$University$of$California$San$Diego,$2007),$9`10.$
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$ Critics$further$emphasized$Webb’s$home$crowd$advantage$to$diminish$the$battle’s$significance.$They$argued$that$the$Savoy’s$audience$would$naturally$be$biased$towards$their$home$bandleader$and$that$Goodman$received$nothing$approaching$a$“fair$shot”$in$this$context.$As$Bach$explained$it,$If$any$choice$between$the$two$bands$had$to$be$made,$my$spies$assure$me$that$it$would$most$likely$be$Chick$that$took$the$honors$for$the$evening.$Nor$should$his$news$be$too$startling$when$one$considers$that$Chick,$knowing$every$trick$of$the$trade$at$The$Savoy,$makes$a$habit$of$cutting$topnotch$bands$that$dare$venture$onto$his$home$grounds.426$While$this$perspective$adopts$a$tone$of$apologism$for$Goodman’s$defeat,$it$also$highlights$that$Webb$did$have$significant$experience$in$this$format$and$a$connection$to$this$audience.$So,$absent$the$dismissive$judgment$implied$in$Bach’s$appraisal,$he$does$offer$a$window$to$explore$spatial$practices$within$the$ballroom$during$a$battle.$Mastering$the$dynamics$of$this$particular$format$and$engaging$the$Savoy’s$dancing$audience$were$competencies$Webb$developed$over$time$and$deployed$effectively$within$this$context.$Given$his$ten$years$of$frequent$battling$experience,$Webb’s$intimate$familiarity$with$the$battle$format$likely$contributed$to$his“victory,”$but$his$success$is$none$the$poorer$or$less$significant$for$it.$This$interpretation$of$Bach’s$observations$affirms$Chapter$2’s$conclusion$that$adaption$to$the$specificities$of$space,$context,$and$audience$were$fundamental$elements$of$Webb’s$band’s$professional$practice.$$$ In$the$1930s,$battling$became$a$core$component$of$Webb’s$professional$life$as$his$relationship$with$the$Savoy$Ballroom$deepened.$In$late$1930,$he$participated$in$the$Savoy’s$“Million$Dollar$Affair$in$Musical$Talent,”$a$battle$alongside$Duke$Ellington,$Fletcher$Henderson,$Cecil$Scott,$Lockwood$Lewis,$and$Cab$Calloway’s$Missourians.$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$426$Bob$Bach,$“Swing$Bands$Take$Place$of$Sleepy$Orchestras,”$Downbeat,$May$1937,$27.$
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Echoing$the$hyperbole$that$commonly$accompanied$battles,$the$event$was$advertised$as$“mark[ing]$the$first$time$in$history$that$six$orchestras$of$the$scope$and$reputation$of$the$above$named$group$have$ever$met$and$the$carnival$is$expected$to$draw$one$of$the$greatest$crowds$New$York$has$ever$seen.”427$More$battles$would$follow$throughout$the$early$and$mid$1930s$against$Ike$Dixon,$Luis$Russell,$Willie$Bryant,$Claude$Hopkins,$Teddy$Hill,$Fletcher$Henderson,$Duke$Ellington$and$others.$These$battles$regularly$claimed$audiences$in$the$range$of$3,000`4,000,$approaching$or$exceeding$the$Savoy’s$capacity,$and$they$frequently$employed$hyperbolic$rhetoric$to$indicate$their$novelty$and$spectacle.$In$fact,$Webb’s$first$major$touring$engagement$with$Moe$Gale’s$management$agency$revolved$around$battling.$In$1931,$Gale$founded$his$agency$as$Savoy$Enterprises,$Inc.,$“a$new$amusement$service$specializing$in$booking$and$promoting$colored$orchestras$and$entertainers.”$428$The$launching$event$for$Gale’s$new$venture$was$a$touring$battle$of$music$featuring$Webb,$Bennie$Moten,$Blanche$Calloway,$Zack$Whyte,$and$Roy$Johnson’s$Happy$Pals.429$From$its$start,$Webb$became$entrenched$in$the$Savoy’s$practice$of$band$battles,$and$this$emerged$to$become$a$defining$element$of$his$musical$identity.$$ According$to$Oakley,$Webb$succeeded$in$his$battle$with$Goodman$because$he$was$better$at$activating$this$specific$crowd$of$dancers,$“Chick$had$the$edge$on$Benny$in$the$fact$that$he$provided$the$dancers$with$‘those$right$tempos’$and$due$to$previous$experience$in$battling$bands,$he$knew$just$how$to$call$his$sets$and$what$to$feed$those$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$427$“Six$Great$Orchestras$in$Big$Battle$of$Music,”$Pittsburgh$Courier,$May$10,$1930,$A6.$
428$“New$Booking$Co.$Organized,”$Plaindealer$[Topeka],$33,$no.45,$November$13,$1931,$3.$
429$“Chick$Has$‘Hot’$Band,”$Pittsburgh$Courier,$October$3,$1931,$19.$
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people.”430$Familiar$with$both$the$crowd$and$well$practiced$in$the$format,$Webb$knew$how$to$paint$the$musical$drama$of$a$battle$to$create$the$kind$of$intercorporeal$catharsis$the$Amsterdam$News$observed$during$his$battle$with$Oliver$ten$years$earlier.$Again,$it$is$likely$his$tempos$were$faster$than$Goodman’s,$invoking$what$Miller$labeled$his$“Kicking`the`ass”$beat.$This$assertion$is$bolstered$by$Teddy$McRae,$a$member$of$the$Webb$band$who$recalled$consciously$deceiving$members$of$Goodman’s$band$into$believing$that$Webb’s$live$tempos$were$slower.$Benny$came$up$to$the$Savoy$a$few$times$and$he$listened$to$what$we$were$doing,$and$every$time$we$would$change$our$tempos,$just$play$them$ordinary.$$But$the$night$of$the$battle,$we$put$everything$back$in$the$way$it$was$supposed$to$be.431$In$his$documentary,$Burns$dramatizes$this$dynamic$through$his$choice$of$recordings,$as$Goodman’s$“Don’t$Be$That$Way”$at$160bpm$is$significantly$slower$than$Webb’s$at$215bpm.$The$tempos$also$held$racial$signification,$highlighting$the$Savoy’s$audience’s$exceptional$ability$as$dancers$and$their$taste$for$Webb’s$faster$tempos.$$$ While$little$survives$of$the$actual$musical$content$of$the$battle,$two$independent$accounts$confirm$at$least$two$moments$during$the$five$hour$contest$where$one$band$picked$up$the$same$tune$their$rival$had$just$performed.$Goodman’s$band$played$“Big$John’s$Special”$after$Webb’s$version$and$Webb,$in$what$critics$labeled$a$key$highlight$of$the$evening,$responded$to$“Jam$Session,”$one$of$Goodman’s$“flag`waivers,”$with$his$own$rendition.432$According$to$Oakley,$this$moment$was$the$evening’s$climax$as$Webb$took$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$430$Helen$Oakley,$“Call$Out$Riot$Squad$to$Handle$Mob$at$Goodman$–$Webb$Battle,”$Downbeat,$May$1937,$1.$
431$Teddy$McCrae$in$Kaufman.$
432$Oakley,$“Call$Out$the$Riot$Squad,”$3.$
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the$number$and$“blew$the$roof$off$the$house$with$it.”433$Playing$another$band’s$tunes$was$a$common$feature$of$band$battles$that$likely$would$have$been$heightened$during$Webb$and$Goodman’s$contest,$because$the$two$bands’$books$featured$many$similar$or$identical$arrangements.$This$was$the$case$because$Edgar$Sampson,$Webb’s$chief$arranger$throughout$the$early$1930s,$had$joined$Goodman’s$band$in$1936$and$provided$him$with$either$the$same$arrangements$he$wrote$for$Webb’s$band$or$with$lightly$modified$versions.$Thus,$Webb$was$able$to$respond$to$Goodman’s$playing$by$picking$up$precisely$the$same$tune$but$at$a$tempo$more$likely$to$appeal$to$the$Savoy’s$audience.$$ Accelerated$speeds$activated$a$somewhat$contentious$discourse$that$articulated$a$racial$politics$of$tempo.$John$Hammond,$in$fact,$objected$to$Webb’s$ostensible$victory,$complaining$that$the$band$was$incapable$of$playing$at$a$consistent$speed.434$However,$as$I$discussed$in$Chapter$3,$Webb’s$accelerating$tempi$were$forged$through$an$ongoing,$dialogic$relationship$with$the$Savoy$Ballroom’s$audiences.$In$addition$to$the$particular$pleasure$in$dancing$fast$and$exerting$oneself$during$the$heightened$atmosphere$of$a$battle,$faster$tempi$allowed$experienced$lindy$hop$dancers$to$demonstrate$their$own$exceptional$skill.$Their$ability$to$dance$and$dance$well$at$tempos$that$mystified$other$crowds$enacted$a$rhetoric$of$corporeal$virtuosity$and$cultural$ownership$that$validated$black$audiences’$superior$ability$to$interact$with$Webb’s$brand$of$swing$music.$$Such$strategies$of$sonic$and$physical$virtuosity$could$also$be$tools$to$resist$appropriation.$As$Norma$Miller$explains,$$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$433$Ibid.$
434$Miller,$interview$with$author.$
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Always$the$issue$between$white$bands$and$black$bands,$black$bands$played$faster.$We$had$the$men$that$could$play,$now$Benny$Goodman$had$a$very$good,$organized$white$band,$they$were$the$best$of$the$lot.$But,$Chick$Webb$had$all$black$musicians,$what$else$can$you$do$but$run$them$out$by$changing$the$tempo?$You’re$white,$I’m$black,$how$could$I$out$do$you,$‘cause$remember$we’re$playing$the$same$damn$thing,$how$else$can$I$get$better$of$you,$because$you$know$if$you$keep$it$the$same,$the$whitey’s$gonna$take$it$away$from$you.435$Here,$Miller$suggests$that$even$within$a$space$of$ostensibly$utopian,$intercorporeal$catharsis,$there$existed$means$to$enact$a$racially$charged$discourse$that$affirmed$black$virtuosity.$The$racial$politics$of$tempo$as$deployed$at$the$Savoy$during$this$battle$suggest$that$community$catharsis$and$the$spatial$enactment$of$broader$power$struggles$need$not$be$mutually$exclusive.$Rather,$Webb$affirmed$his$connection$to$the$Savoy’s$audiences$by$playing$a$style$that$communicated$his$deep$knowledge$of$their$specific$preferences$and$exceptional$abilities.$$ What$the$battle$seems$to$suggest,$in$Frankie$Manning’s$words,$is$that$“Chick$Webb$outswung$Benny$Goodman$that$night.”436$Manning’s$is$a$fundamentally$immanent$claim:$that$Webb’s$band$was$superior$for$this$audience$in$this$place$and$at$this$time.$Critiquing$Gunther$Schuller’s$use$of$the$battle$to$disparage$Goodman’s$band,$Goodman$scholar$Edward$Pessen$argues$that$Schuller$over`reached$and$claims$it$is$inappropriate$“for$a$scholar$who$purports$to$weigh$the$comparative$musical$performance$of$two$orchestras$to$treat$their$performances$as$though$they$are$a$gunfighter’s$shootout$or$a$one`on`one$match$in$playground$basketball.”437$However,$Pessen’s$criticism,$and$those$of$critics$in$the$1930s,$seem$to$dismiss$Webb’s$victory$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$435$Miller,$interview$with$author.$
436$Manning,$interviewed$in$Burns.$
437$Edward$Pessen,$“A$Less$than$Definitive,$Nonhistorical$Account$of$the$Swing$Era,”$Reviews$in$American$
History$17,$no.4$(December,$1989):$604.$
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merely$because$he$did$what$he$was$good$at—reading$the$particularities$of$the$performance$context$and$connecting$well$with$a$dancing$audience$in$Harlem.$$ Emphasizing$an$immanent$perspective$helps$explain$why$the$Savoy’s$audience$would$have$been$partial$to$Webb$and$his$playing$without$invalidating$that$audience$for$their$lack$of$impartiality.$By$resisting$a$discourse$of$transcendence$that$would$seek$to$render$musical$sound$as$autonomous$from$the$spatial,$temporal,$and$interpersonal$dynamics$of$its$creation,$criticisms$of$the$battle’s$volume$level$or$crowd$behavior$fail$to$hold$water$as$dismissals$of$the$battle’s$result.$Rather,$emphasizing$the$event’s$imminence$offers$us$insight$into$why$this$audience$would$have$responded$so$well$to$Webb’s$playing$and$emphasizes$playing$to$the$dynamics$of$the$format$and$the$audience$as$a$professional$skill$cultivated$through$years$of$experience.$However,$the$racial$politics$of$tempo$and$dance$virtuosity$also$suggest$that$intercorporeal$experience$within$a$dance$event$does$not$transcend$and$remove$itself$from$discourses$of$power$and$identity.$Rather,$those$discourses$become$active$layers$of$experience$and$signification$that$contribute$to,$and$are$impacted$by,$the$dynamics$of$such$“spectacular”$events$as$battles.$$
Racial!Discourse!and!the!Battle’s!Legacy!$ After$the$battle,$white$critics$tended$to$focus$less$on$Webb’s$victory$than$explaining$and$justifying$Goodman’s$loss.$As$we$have$seen,$explanations$ranged$from$technical$difficulties$to$strong$police$presence$to$a$hostile$and$biased$crowd.$$Whatever$the$case,$these$critics$commonly$emphasized$this$night’s$singularity$and$used$its$exceptional$characteristics$as$a$means$to$dismiss$its$validity$as$anything$more$than$a$
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single$instance.$Their$discourse$emphasizes$the$impossible,$unwinnable$situation$in$which$Goodman$found$himself$and$thus$his$grace$and$courage$at$even$making$the$attempt.$$ Surprisingly,$there$is$relatively$little$coverage$of$the$event$in$the$black$press,$which$may$be$due$to$the$reasonably$regular$occurrence$of$such$battles.$However,$the$writings$of$Porter$Roberts,$a$critic$and$columnist$for$the$Pittsburgh$Courier,$suggest$that$Webb’s$status$as$victor$did$have$resonances$within$broader$debates$about$race$and$musical$opportunity.$Adopting$the$same$logic$that$validated$black$excellence$through$totemic$sports$figures$like$Louis$and$Owens,$Roberts$used$Webb’s$victory$to$contest$black$bands’$marginal$positions$within$the$various$yearly$ranking$polls$in$jazz$periodicals.$Roberts$repeatedly$cited$the$Goodman$Webb$battle$throughout$1937$and$1938$to$validate$his$claims$of$racism$in$the$national$reception$of$swing$bands.$Highlighting$the$incongruity$between$the$battle’s$result$and$the$two$musicians’$performance$opportunities,$Roberts$suggested$that$NBC$radio$feature$Chick$Webb$immediately$before$CBS’$Goodman$broadcasts$to$actively$challenge$CBS’$continued$insistence$on$billing$Goodman$as$“the$King$of$Swing”,$effectively$seeking$to$reproduce$the$Savoy$Battle$on$the$airwaves$for$a$majority$white$audience$nationwide.438$The$battle$bolstered$his$indignance$at$the$results$of$Downbeat’s$1937$list$of$top$bands.$Now,$I$feel$sure$that$the$famous$colored$musicians$who$have$become$the$‘goats’$of$‘Down$Beat’s’$contest,$do$not$mind$forgiving$the$prejudice$that$has$been$shown$by$most$of$the$white$voters$for$[unintelligible$word$in$surviving$document]$is$their$privilege!$Now$to$some,$the$‘RATINGS’$and$another$hearty$laugh,$won’t$you$join$me?$Quick$look$at$this:$In$the$swing$band$section.$Benny$Goodman,$Bob$Crosby,$Tommy$Dorsey,$and$Casa$Loma$(white)$bands$are$voted$ABOVE$Jimmy$Lunceford,$Chick$Webb,$Duke$Ellington,$and$Count$Basie!!$Which$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$438$Porter$Roberts,$“Praise$and$Criticism,”$Pittsburgh$Courier,$August$28,$1937,$20.$
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ain’t$true.$Chick$Webb$out`played’$Benny$Goodman$in$Harlem$a$few$months$ago.$And$I$don’t$believe$you$could$pay$the$other$three$to$play$a$battle$of$music$with$Jimmie,$Duke,$and$Count.$Haw!$(How$much$do$you$want$to$bet?)439$For$Roberts,$the$idea$that$a$battle$victory$actually$validated$musical$superiority$became$a$tool$to$name$and$contest$the$systematic$racism$through$which$black$bands$were$both$under`rated$and$denied$better$opportunities.$In$his$writings,$he$asked$other$black$critics$not$to$show$gratitude$for$the$mere$mention$of$black$bands,$and$argued$that$insisting$on$anything$less$than$equal$consideration$was$an$affront$to$black$pride.$“THIS$NOTE:$Dear$colored$writers:$I$am$still$trying$to$dope$out$just$why$so$many$of$you$rush$to$your$typewriters$and$write$lovely$words$of$praise$and$ACCEPTANCE$when$colored$musicians$are$mentioned$in$contests$such$as$the$one$mentioned$above,$even$when$you$KNOW$they$have$been$under`rated!$Naw,$pride$IS$NOT$something$you$eat,$it$is$that$something$that$is$supposed$to$make$guys$like$you$stand$up$on$TWO$legs$instead$of$FOUR!!”440$In$Roberts’$work,$we$see$an$important$yet$marginalized$perspective$within$jazz$discourse,$one$that$celebrates$neither$white$critics$nor$white$bands$for$their$progressivism$and$benevolence$towards$African$American$musicians.$Rather,$Roberts$offers$a$more$incisive$and$insistent$critique$of$the$obvious$racial$inequality$within$jazz$critical$discourse,$and$victories$such$as$Webb’s$gave$him$the$firm$basis$from$which$to$advance$his$argument.$His$work$situates$battles$within$the$same$representational$space$top$black$athletes$like$Joe$Louis$and$Jesse$Owens$then$occupied$as$champions$whose$repeated$victories$and$clear$dominance$argued$a$potent$argument$against$essentializing$discourses$of$white$supremacy.441$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$439$Porter$Roberts,$“Praise$and$Criticism,”$Pittsburgh$Courier,$December$18,$1937,$21.$
440$Ibid.$
441$Donald$Spivey,$“The$Black$Athlete$in$Big$Time$Intercollegiate$Sports,”$Phylon$44,$no.2$(Second$Quarter,$1983):$116.$
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$ Recognizing$the$potency$of$battles’$racial$signification,$Roberts$called$on$black$bands$to$continue$fighting$and$winning$such$contests$as$a$means$of$combating$racial$inequality.$Roberts$criticized$the$utility$of$black$bands$engaging$in$battles$that$did$not$contest$racism,$arguing$of$Duke$Ellington’s$battle$with$Jimmie$Lunceford$that$he,$“Just$can’t$see$any$real$advantage$in$it,$can$you?$I$really$think$they$could$bring$more$credit$to$the$colored$band$world$if$they$would$concern$themselves$with$battles$of$music$with$some$of$the$white$ham$bands$that$are$being$rated$over$them!”442$Through$this$criticism,$Roberts$articulated$an$explicit$critique$of$racism$within$the$world$of$popular$music$that$challenged$both$structural$racism$and$appropriation$within$the$music$industry.$$ Reading$Roberts’$work$through$the$type$of$critical$discourse$analysis$with$which$I$critiqued$the$emerging$discourse$of$white$jazz$criticism$in$Chapter$4$reveals$an$attempt$to$resist$to$the$confluence$of$white$consumer$desire,$benevolent$patronage,$and$fetishized$astheticization$of$blackness$out$of$which$jazz’s$aesthetic$system$was$forming.$It$also$positions$Roberts’$perspective$within$a$broader,$and$at$times$conflicted,$mission$of$advocacy$within$the$black$press$more$broadly.$The$Pittsburgh$Courier,$during$the$1930s$enjoyed$a$circulation$of$185,000$and$was$dedicated$to$the$concept$of$an$activist$paper$dedicated$to$the$mission$of$racial$uplift$by$reporting$broadly$on$issues$of$consequence$to$African$Americans$and$while$offering$criticism,$maintaining$an$optimistic$emphasis$on$race$progress.443$Furthermore,$Roberts’$columns$articulated$a$paper`wide$“self$respect”$campaign$the$Pittsburgh$Courier$championed$throughout$the$1930s$that$called$upon$African$Americans$to$stand$up$against$unflattering$media$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$442$Porter$Roberts,$“Praise$and$Criticism,”$Pittsburgh$Courier,$December$10,$1938,$21.$
443$Armistead$S.$Pride$and$Clint$C.$Wilson,$A$History$of$the$Black$Press$(Washington,$DC,$Howard$University$Press,$1997),$139.$
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representation$and$systems$that$impeded$black$economic$self`determination;$along$with$its$enthusiastic$coverage$of$Joe$Louis,$this$campaign$was$instrumental$to$the$paper’s$emergence$in$the$mid`1930s$as$the$nation’s$top$weekly$black$newspaper.444$Roberts’$column$bolstered$this$strategy$of$optimism$and$accountability.$He$frequently$$lavished$on$black$musicians,$athletes,$and$popular$dancers,$yet$he$also$criticized$black$artists,$audiences,$and$club$promoters$for$either$creating$or$complying$with$professional$dynamics$he$saw$as$detrimental$to$black$progress.$Echoing$the$paper’s$broader$call$for$mutually$supportive$black$institutions,$Roberts$repeatedly$called$for$new$organizations$of$black$bandleaders$and$black$club$owners$to$support$each$other$and$end$cycles$of$systematic$exploitation.445$$A$deeper$analysis$of$Roberts’$criticism$provides$a$fascinating$window$into$the$seldom`discussed$world$of$jazz$criticism$within$black$newspapers,$and$situating$this$project$within$the$broader$activist$mission$of$a$paper$like$the$Pittsburgh$Courier$highlights$the$discursive$forces$within$black$communities$that$may$have$influenced$artists’$aesthetic$and$professional$choices$as$well$as$audience$preferences.$It$also$moves$towards$displaying$the$specificity$of$a$single$author’s$perspective$when$writing$for$a$specific$paper,$which$resists$his$absorption$into$“the$black$press”$as$a$monolithic$construct.$What$this$analysis$does$not$do,$however,$is$offer$the$same$type$of$critical$entry$point$into$the$core$of$the$aesthetic$system$that$drove$and$continues$to$drive$the$most$institutionally$potent$forms$of$jazz$discourse.$While$over`emphasizing$the$white$jazz$press$contributes$to$the$continued$erasure$of$voices$like$Roberts’,$it$is$also$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$444$Andrew$Buni,$Robert$L.$Vann$of$the$Pittsburgh$Courier:$Politics$and$Black$Journalism$(Pittsburgh,$PA:$University$of$Pittsburgh$Press,$1974),$227`230.$
445$Porter$Roberts,$“Praise$and$Criticism”$Pittsburgh$Courier,$February$6,$1937,$10.$
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problematic$to$imply$equivalent$power$dynamics$in$the$relationship$between$discourse$and$systems$of$power$when$unpacking$the$work$of$black$critics$whose$voices$have$not$been$amplified$through$the$engines$of$white$supremacy.$That$said,$re`invigorating$Roberts’$perspective$forces$some$uncomfortable$but$necessary$questions$about$the$Webb`Goodman$battle$and$its$legacy.$Roberts’$insistence$on$not$subordinating$black$artists’$contributions$to$narratives$that$feature$white$musicians$remains$crucially$relevant$as$an$intervention$into$the$Webb`Goodman$battle’s$historical$legacy$and$the$raced$dynamics$of$jazz$history$more$broadly.$$ For$Goodman,$the$Webb$battle$became$another$part$of$his$reputation$as$a$racial$progressive.$By$entering$into$a$context$where$he$could$not$have$been$expected$to$win,$Goodman$was$received$as$courageous$and$authentic$for$even$attempting$to$tangle$with$Webb$at$the$Savoy.$I$read$Goodman’s$“defeat”$and$its$reception$as$a$problematic$sort$of$racial$penance$that$acts$as$a$salve$on$other$obvious$results$of$Goodman$and$his$bandmates’$white$privilege.$Despite$Webb’s$victory$in$the$battle,$virtually$no$one$in$print$has$criticized$the$fact$that$Goodman’s$band$rather$than$Webb’s$or$another$black$band$was$the$one$to$play$Carnegie$Hall$and$to$enjoy$unparalleled$national,$commercial$success.$By$losing$to$Webb,$Goodman$ceded$the$title$of$“King$of$Swing$in$Harlem”$in$a$way$that$bolstered,$or$at$least$rendered$less$problematic,$his$sovereignty$over$all$other$territory.$
! By$emphasizing$the$singularity$of$Webb’s$victory$and$the$specificity$of$local$circumstances$that$enabled$it,$critics$and$scholars$ghettoize$Webb$and$his$music$by$emphasizing$its$boundedness$within$Harlem.$Thus,$even$if$there$was$a$clear$victor$in$the$battle,$such$a$victory$only$proved$supremacy$in$Harlem,$which$carried$symbolic$
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capital$but$could$still$be$dismissed$as$something$that$would$fail$to$translate$to$the$broader$audiences$that$producers$and$impressarios$like$Hammond$sought$out$for$bands$such$as$Goodman’s.$As$discussed$in$Chapter$4,$deploying$essentialized$black$masculinity$as$a$policing$strategy$kept$these$bands$and$their$sounds$ghettoized.$Although$victors$in$local$battles,$figures$like$Webb$were$safe$to$lose$to$because$they$posed$no$tangible$commercial$threat;$the$distinction$between$black$and$white$spheres$of$commercial$musical$opportunities$was$such$that$black$musicians$posed$no$serious$threat$to$white$access$to$lucrative$commercial$opportunities$nor$to$the$places$of$privilege$at$the$top$of$ranking$lists$in$major$publications.$When$musicians$like$Webb$did$begin$penetrating$these$spheres$with$commercial$hits$like$“A`Tisket,$A`Tasket”,$they$were$savaged$by$critics$for$betraying$their$role$as$the$natural,$primitive,$perpetually$under`paid$soul$of$jazz,$a$soul$whose$spheres$of$musical$practice$could$be$curated$and$policed.$As$a$non`threatening$source$of$musical$and$racial$authenticity,$we$might$also$read$Webb$as$Goodman’s$“magical$negro,”$a$benevolent$and$naturally$potent$savant$who$ritually$transferred$to$Goodman$intangible$affect$of$black$style,$and$permission$to$use$it,$that$enabled$his$band$to$find$the$perfect$balance$of$white$precision$and$black$rhythmic$vitality$for$which$they$have$come$to$be$remembered.$$ The$“magical$negro”$archetype$applies$here$because$both$contemporaneous$and$subsequent$critical$discourse$situates$Webb$as$a$character$in$a$narrative$that$centers$Goodman$and$his$band’s$experience$and$growth.$In$films,$“magical$negro”$characters$help$white$protagonists$resolve$their$dilemmas$by$helping$them$access$a$particular$folk$
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type$of$folk$wisdom$or$spiritual$practice.446$In$Chapter$4,$I$demonstrated$that$white$critics$expected$black$musicians$to$adopt$a$particular$form$of$sonic$performance$such$that$their$black$masculine$sound$would$help$white$progressive$leftists$access$an$authentically$anti`capitalist$masculinity.$In$both$cases,$the$implied$or$stated$focus$is$the$moral$or$musical$improvement$of$a$white$protagonist.$By$contrast,$the$battle$discourse$advanced$by$Roberts$that$articulates$the$contest$to$the$discourses$surrounding$Louis$and$Owens,$centers$black$racial$and$political$struggle$and$offers$strategies$to$contest$systems$of$oppression.$Thus,$it$is$insufficient$to$dismiss$the$idea$that$a$battle$would$have$a$clear$winner$or$that$who$won$mattered,$because$the$accepted$results$of$a$battle$made$tangible$contributions$to$struggles$of$power$and$resistance.$While$black$jazz$criticism$receives$little$attention,$indeed$almost$none$in$this$dissertation$with$the$exception$of$Porter$Roberts,$featuring$the$perspective$of$black$voices$in$print$offers$alternatives$to$narratives,$imbued$with$unexamined$privilege,$that$laid$the$foundation$for$the$aesthetic$system$that$still$guides$jazz$communities$and$jazz$discourse.$$
Towards!an!Anti3Exceptionalist!Jazz!Studies$$ Ken$Burns’$film,$and$indeed$many$“jazz$tradition”$master$narratives$perpetuate$the$rhetoric$of$musical$transcendence.$As$essentially$a$“great$man”$history,$Burns$builds$a$canon$on$what$Catherine$Gunther$Kodat$describes$as$a$“juridical`ecclesiastical$system$of$hierarchy$and$distinction$in$which$certain$works,$upon$meeting$certain$criteria,$are$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$446$Cerise$L.$Glenn$and$Landra$J.$Cunningham,$“The$Power$of$Black$Magic:$The$Magical$Negro$and$White$Salvation$in$Film,”$The$Journal$of$Black$Studies$40,$no.2$(November,$2009):$138.$
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acknowledged$as$masterpieces.”447$On$its$surface,$the$Webb`Goodman$battle$narrative$is$one$of$the$film’s$more$immanent$moments$as$it$foregrounds$a$specific$moment$in$time$and$emphasizes$its$context$and$audience.$Here,$Webb’s$immanent$success$is$celebrated$as$he$“routes”$or$“vanquishes”$Goodman$in$this$specific$moment$in$front$of$these$specific$fans.$Yet,$the$same$principles$of$totemic$signification$that$help$us$see$ballrooms$as$representational$spaces$also$reveal$this$moment’s$problematic$position$vis`à`vis$Burns’$broader$transcendent$narrative.$Burns’$focus$on$the$swing$era$is$thus$not$about$canonizing$an$individual$musician,$but$about$rendering$the$American$context$as$itself$fundamentally$transcendent.$The$film’s$treatment$of$the$1930s,$spanning$three$volumes$of$the$ten$volume$series,$reveals$“the$American$spirit”$as$the$film’s$truest$and$most$heroic$protagonist.$$$ Many$jazz$critics$have$beat$up$on$Burns’$film,$however$its$grand$narratives$reveal$deeper$problems$with$“the$jazz$tradition”$and$its$ubiquitous$deployment$as$an$oppositional$canon$to$Western$classical$music.$As$“America’s$classical$music,”$jazz$emphasizes$its$difference$by$highlighting$its$context:$it$is$African$American$music$and$the$product$of$cultural$struggle.$However,$rather$than$an$actual$immanent$critique,$jazz’s$foregrounding$of$American$context$positions$America$as$itself$a$transcendent$gift$to$the$world$whose$government$structures,$ideology,$and$culture$are$universal$and$timeless$and$thus$can$and$should$traverse$borders$and$boundaries.$As$such,$we$see$that$jazz’s$canonization$of$American$culture$and$history$serves$the$political$project$of$American$Exceptionalism.$Jazz’s$role$in$this$broader$rhetorical$project$is$multi`fold:$it$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$447$Catherine$Gunther$Kodat,$“Conversing$with$Ourselves:$Canon,$Freedom,$Jazz,”$American$Quarterly$55,$no.1$(March$2003):$13`14.$
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foregrounds$popular$democracy$and$justifies$and$validates$America’s$“race$problem”$as$a$necessary$part$of$our$national$struggle$to$achieve$a$racially$transcendent$“melting`pot”,$an$American$gumbo$of$post`racial$pluralism$where$difference$is$refined$into$a$politically$neutral$spice$masking$the$taste$of$blood$and$bitterness$from$the$fruit$of$the$poplar$tree.$$ In$this$concluding$analysis$of$the$Webb`Goodman$battle,$I$hope$that$any$attempt$to$draw$clear$boundaries$between$my$three$methods$of$inquiry—Spatial$Practice$Theory,$Carnal$Musicology,$and$Critical$Discourse$Analysis—was$ultimately$unsuccessful.$These$methods$do$their$best$work$when$they$inform$each$other,$as$their$limitations$become$apparent$when$deployed$discreetly.$My$analysis$of$Webb’s$live$performances$in$Harlem$demonstrated$the$significance$of$venues$and$the$dialogic$relationship$with$audiences$through$which$the$band$forged$its$sounds$as$part$of$the$spatial$fabric$of$everyday$life$in$Harlem.$However,$such$an$analysis,$necessarily$retrospective$and$foregrounding$the$signifying$capacity$of$physical$space,$$risks$overdetermining$these$relationships.$While$Webb’s$music$was$clearly$impacted$by$the$broader$geographic$and$socioeconomic$dynamics$in$Harlem,$there$is$always$a$danger$in$overreaching$and$proposing$some$kind$of$cleanly$mirrored$sonic`spatial$Zeitgeist$where$any$social$development$has$a$corresponding$musical$one$and$where$all$particularities$of$sound$can$be$productively$accounted$for$through$social$history.$Chapter$3’s$dance`based$“under$the$skin”$analysis$offers$a$counterbalance$by$exploring$subjectivity$and$engagement$at$the$individual$level$and$proposing$the$catharsis$of$intercorporeal$listening$as$a$motivation$for$musical$engagement$not$entirely$subservient$to$“broader”$concerns$of$power$and$identity.$Yet,$whose$subjectivity$am$I$exploring?$In$routing$this$
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analysis$through$my$own$dance$experience,$the$specificity$of$Harlem$audiences’$experiences$eighty$years$ago$can$be$either$erased$entirely$or!more$problematically!bent$to$serve$my$own$embodied$interpretation.$These$two$approaches$can,$however,$keep$each$others’$dangerous$excesses$in$check$by$fostering$productive$dialogue$between$imagined$bodies$and$deep$social$history$while$creating$space$for$communities$in$historical$studies$to$do$more$with$music$and$dance$than$simply$re`render$discourses$of$identity$politics$visually,$sonically,$and$kinesthetically.$Critical$discourse$analysis,$as$applied$to$privileged$voices,$is$crucial$to$tracking$the$flows$through$which$specific$community$experiences$are$processed,$repurposed,$and$often$erased$in$the$construction$and$application$of$aesthetic$systems.$However,$this$approach’s$gravity$towards$print$media$and$powerful$voices$can$also$reinforce$the$privileged$attention$such$voices$receive$even$as$it$critiques$this$dynamic.$Ideally,$an$approach$that$integrates$these$three$methodological$perspectives$foregrounds$corporeal$experience$as$a$type$of$spatial$practice$that$both$informs$and$is$informed$by$larger$systems$of$discursive$struggles$over$power$and$representation.448$What$all$three$perspectives$ultimately$drive$towards$is$a$check$on$the$project$of$positioning$jazz$as$a$fundamentally$transcendent$music$and$great$jazz$artists$as$those$whose$music$either$rises$above$or$conquers$the$messy$spaces$and$circumstances$of$its$creation.$The$aesthetic$system$forged$in$the$1930s$that$continues$to$drive$such$transcendent$narratives$leaves$little$room$to$properly$consider$a$figure$like$Webb$as$anything$other$than$supporting$character,$because$it$gives$us$few$tools$to$articulate$the$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$448$While$a$balanced$integration$would$be$ideal,$a$carnal$musicology$can$also$fall$victim$to$a$kind$of$overdetermined$Zeitgeist$when$deployed$to$validate$or$line$up$cleanly$with$a$broader$contextual$and/or$discursive$argument.$$
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significance$of$the$local$and$the$specific—those$spaces$where$Webb’s$most$interesting$and$relevant$contributions$become$apparent.$Within$a$critical$language$where$great$music$evolves$beyond$the$locally$and$temporally$articulated$circumstances$of$its$creation$and$where$it$severs$itself$from$community$practice$to$become$an$unchanging$object$forged$by$the$mind$of$a$solitary$genius,$Webb’s$dialogic$relationship$with$Harlem$audiences$can$be$only$an$originary$starting$point$lending$Goodman,$or$simply$“America,”$a$necessary$trace$of$black$masculine$sonic$authenticity.$As$such,$there$has$been$little$space$for$the$immanent$perspective$necessary$to$articulate$in$scholarly$literature,$textbooks,$course$lectures,$or$popular$jazz$history$what$Webb$“can$really$do”$for$our$understanding$of$jazz$and$the$collaborative$nature$of$musical$life.$While$ultimately$a$purely$immanent$perspective$is$also$insufficient,$a$stronger$focus$on$strategies$of$immanent$inquiry$is$a$necessary$corrective$to$a$discourse$that$allows$jazz$to$serve$as$an$unproblematic$salve$to$America’s$traumas$of$oppression$and$that$validates$the$decontextualized$extraction$of$autonomous$sound$from$communities$of$co`creative$participants.$Thus,$the$tools$I$have$advanced$through$this$study$of$Chick$Webb$could$also$be$used$not$only$to$spark$an$expanded$consideration$of$other$jazz$musicians$marginalized$within$discourses$of$transcendence$and$musical$autonomy,$but$also$to$more$richly$explore$the$immediate$circumstances$and$community$connections$through$which$accepted$members$of$the$jazz$canon$forged$the$sound$worlds$we$continue$to$celebrate.$Webb$may$or$may$not$be$one$of$the$great$jazz$musicians$of$all$time,$but$his$music$was$a$significant$part$of$Harlem’s$cultural$life$in$the$1930s.$In$his$career$and$his$practice$as$a$musician,$I$see$strong$parallels$for$the$type$of$jazz$studies$discourse$I$hope$
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the$field$continues$moving$towards.$Studying$Webb$helps$me$envision$a$rhetorically$nimble$jazz$studies$ever$sensitive$to$its$role$in$various$communities$and$markets.$Just$as$Webb$maneuvered$through$diverse$performing$contexts,$jazz$studies$can$ideally$play$as$well$and$as$substantively$in$diverse$rhetorical$situations.$Ideally,$rigorous$critical$and$historical$work$can$manifest$as$journal$articles,$popular$criticism,$liner$notes,$documentary$films,$and$public$presentations,$mastering$the$performative$specificities$genres$without$disingenuously$pandering$or$sacrificing$its$author’s$voice.$Such$a$jazz$studies$could$activate$the$minds$and$bodies$of$elite$enthusiastic$specialists$and$casual$fans$alike,$creating$space$within$our$discursive$dance$for$a$range$of$participants$as$our$interactive$dynamics$hinge$on$listening$deeply$to$and$moving$with$each$other.$Finally,$this$jazz$studies$would$neither$disdain$commercial$success$and$mass$appeal$nor$would$it$accept$a$comfortable$role$in$the$fantasies$and$political$projects$of$institutionalized$systems$of$power$and$privilege$even$as$doing$so$may$result$in$drastic$professional$consequences.$Rather$than$achieve$the$transcendent$immortality$of$an$Ellington$or$an$Armstrong,$Chick$Webb$withstood$a$different,$yet$no$less$important,$“test$of$time”:$doing$the$most$you$can$with$what$you$have$in$service$to$the$particularities$of$time$and$place$precisely$where$you$are$at$and$moving$those$around$you$to$respond$in$kind.$$ $
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